
 Specifically designed to optimize material 

distribution to the J&H screening machine 

 To help center the flow of product, the 

Feeder comes equipped with a deflector 

box which includes 4 adjustable deflectors 

 Designed for long life and ease of mainte-

nance 

 Robust construction, simple but proven 

design 

 Manufactured utilizing state of the art ro-

botic welders and laser cutting equipment 
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 The double taper feed 
pan allows material to 
flow down and spread 
out.  

 Available in 48”, 60”, 
72”, and 84” widths to 
match any J&H screen 
size. 

 All impact surfaces are 
lined with AR400 
plates to resist wear.   

 Compact and efficiently 
uses space to reduce the 
minimum the height 
requirements. 

 Moderates the speed of 
the product entering by 
absorbing a portion of 
the momentum.  

 Equipped with fast 
opening latches access 
doors that open side-
ways allowing easy ob-
servation of the flow of 
material. 

 Arrives fully assembled 
and ready to install. 

J&H CDF STATIC BODY CENTER FEEDER 
 

The J&H CDF Static Screen Feeder is a machine designed to increase the efficiency of a screening 
machine by evenly distributing the flow of loose, dry product material across the width of the screen’s 
wire cloth. The principle component of the J&H CDF Static Screen Feeder/Distributor is the double 
taper feeder pan. Product material enters the feeder at the top, and then gravity causes the material to 
flow down and spread out across the distributor pan allowing for an even distribution of material to 
the screening machine below. 

The key difference between the CDF version and the CD Feeder is the lower angle of the distributor 
pan. The CDF’s shallower pan angle was designed for materials with lower angles of repose. This 
design also reduces the overall height of the feeder. The J&H family of feeders are a proven solution 
for increasing the efficiency of your screening machine, so call today to consult with a J&H repre-
sentative to identify which feeder would best fit your distributing needs. 


